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Some misprints slipped into the article by Léa Grau-
vogel-Stamm and Sidney Ash, entitled Recovery of the
Triassic land flora from the end-Permian life crisis,
C. R. Palevol 4 (2005) 593–608 (not 525–540).

We apologize to our readers for these mistakes.

● Page 593 (not 525), abstract, line 6: read the sub-
sequent floras instead of the subsequent.

● Pages 594 (not 526), right column, § 2, lines 2–3:
read and since that process is one of the major ex-
trinsic abiotic stresses that have influenced terres-
trial vegetation... instead of and since it is one of the
major extrinsic abiotic stress having modified the
terrestrial vegetation....

● Page 595 (not 527), left column, line 32: read if the
palaeotemperature gradient was well developed
while Siberia... instead of if the palaeotemperature
gradient that was developed since Siberia...

● Page 595 (not 527), left column, § 3, line 6: read
many authors, have... instead of many believes,
have...

● Page 595 (not 527), right column, line 20: read
also proved to be interesting... instead of also re-
vealed interesting...

● Page 597 (not 529), right column, line 26: read
recovery had progressed instead of recovery pro-
gressed.
original article 10.1016/j.crpv.2005.07.002.
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● Page 599 (not 531), right column, lines 10–11:
read taxon in the formation is Voltzia followed by
Equisetites... instead of taxon of the formation is
Voltzia and then Equisetites...

● Page 600 (not 532), right column, line 6: read fact
that it contains many... instead of fact that contains
many...

● Page 601 (not 533), left column, § 3.2.4. line 9:
read were very instructive... instead of revealed very
instructive...

● Page 601 (not 533), right column, line 6: read the
early Middle Triassic floras... instead of the early
Middle Jurassic floras...

● Page 602 (not 534), right column, line 6: read to
resemble the flora in the upper part... instead of to
resemble the upper part...

● Page 603 (not 535), right column, lines 1-2: read
and Eoginkgoites are present... instead of and Eo-
gingkoites are present...

● Page 604 (not 536), left column, § 3.3.4.1, line 20:
read recovery was well advanced... instead of recov-
ery is well advanced...

● Page 605 (not 537), left column, line 2: read most
of the progress occurred during... instead of most of
the progresses occured during...

● Page 605 (not 537), left column, lines 3-4: read
Indeed, progress in diversification of the land flora
is far more marked... instead of Indeed, the pro-
gresses in diversification of the land flora are far
much marked....
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